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Dear participant,

The ‘Anton Dreesmann Leerstoel voor Retailmarketing’ Foundation - supported by a group of leading retailers 

in the Netherlands - has chosen Rabobank as its partner to host and co-organise its annual congress. The 

initial partnership for a period of three years (2011-2013) has been extended until 2016, based on the success 

of our existing cooperation. We appreciate this opportunity to share our views on the retail sector and to 

further strengthen our relationships.

The subject of today´s congress, ‘Retailing Beyond Borders’, is ‘Fusion Retail’, a key theme for the retail 

sector. Our Industry Knowledge Team has written a report on the congress theme. The report is based on 

a combination of desk research, an online survey among Dutch retail executives and discussions with the 

management of leading Dutch retailers. The key points of the report are: (i) all traditional borders within 

the retail sector are increasingly blurring or even disappearing on the back of two developments: changing 

consumer behaviour and technology, (ii) for the retail sector this ‘fusion’ leads to more differentiation (variety 

of retail concepts), more innovation and more competition, (iii) retailers need new strategies in order to profit 

from Fusion Retail. Re-evaluation of retail concepts, innovation, local adaptation and cooperation are key 

strategic elements.

Rabobank strives to be the leader in the Dutch banking market, like many retailers in their respective 

markets. We are a knowledge-driven bank, serving a wide range of corporate customers active in all sectors 

in the Netherlands. Our industry analysts cover all relevant sectors in the Netherlands continuously, including 

food retail and non-food retail. Thanks to our wide portfolio of banking products, sector knowledge and 

experience in the retail sector, combined with our worldwide Food & Agri strategy, Rabobank is very capable 

to support the strategy of retailers.

Finally, I would like to thank you for your presence at the congress today. I trust that the presentations and 

discussions have fully energised you to go out and take the opportunities and deal with the challenges in the 

retail sector. I also look forward to welcoming you again at next year’s event here at Rabobank.

Kind regards,

Jan van Nieuwenhuizen

Member of the Executive Board

16 January 2015

Foreword

Foreword
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Management Summary

Fusion Retail: a last farewell to all borders 

Traditionally, there were many borders within the retail sector. The various categories of consumer spending 

– food products, non-food products, services, catering – were clearly separated with formulas targeted at 

a certain category. Also within these sectors, there were sub-sectors, e.g. consumer electronics, fashion 

and DIY. Besides sectors and sub-sectors, there were channels, both business-wise (online/offline) and 

communication-wise (all kinds of media to communicate with the customers). There was a clear separation 

between attraction and transaction. Within the supply chain, all players had clearly defined tasks. All these 

borders are blurring increasingly or even disappearing, driven by two key developments: changing consumer 

behaviour and technology. There are no sectors and sub-sectors anymore as consumers do not think in terms 

of sectors and sub-sectors, but in terms of solutions. Neither do consumers think in terms of channels, either 

for communication or for shopping itself. The borders between attraction and transaction are blurred as 

attraction is necessary to get consumers to the (online and offline) stores and make the transactions. Roles 

within the supply chain have become increasingly blurred as all players change their positions and new 

players such as publishers are entering the retail arena on the back of their consumer relevance. All these 

developments will ultimately lead to a borderless retail world.

Consequences for the retail sector: more differentiation, more innovation, more competition

For the retail sector, the borderless retail world leads to more differentiation: more variety of retail concepts. 

We see retail concepts expanding their offerings from goods into services. The borders of the assortments 

can be stretched increasingly, leading to an unlimited and personalised choice. A next step in crossing 

borders is the offering of retail concepts consisting of a mix of products, services and catering. As categories 

and assortments are no longer a base for differentiation of retail formulas, retailers need new ‘grounds’ for 

building formulas. Themes, flexibility and convenience can provide such grounds. Retail concepts have no 

restrictions on time and place, providing additional opportunities for the sector. We foresee more and quicker 

innovation as new retail concepts emerge from various angles. As traditional barriers are lowered, these new 

retail concepts have more chances for success. The new retail concepts will intensify competition within the 

retail sector further. Existing players are forced to work continuously on the improvement of their consumer 

propositions in order to cope with the increasingly competitive environment.

Retailers need new strategies in order to profit from Fusion Retail

In our opinion, retailers need to re-evaluate their retail concepts in order to grab the opportunities of Fusion 

Retail. The main questions to be addressed are: (i) Can we stretch our concepts towards other categories 

of consumer spending? (ii) Can we leverage our retail formula towards a private label/brand? (iii) Are there 

opportunities in B2B or B2C? (iv) Are there additional opportunities in personalisation? (iv) In which phase of 

the ‘channel model’ are we and can be move up? (v) How do we set our formula parameters? 

Management Summary
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Retailers also need more, quicker and continuous innovation. Various strategic options are available for 

the innovation path, including ‘outsourcing’ via corporate venturing and cooperation. For retail concepts 

there is no ‘one size fits all’. Adaptation to local market circumstances is necessary. In order to meet these 

requirements retailers must bring flexible retail formulas to the table. Strategic options include multi-

format, multi-formula and formula cooperation. We believe more cooperation in real estate platforms to 

be necessary. Formulas can only be successful in a successful shopping area, implying that retailers have 

to look at the quality of their shopping areas. More cooperation between retailers, real estate owners and 

municipalities can contribute to the quality of the shopping areas. This cooperation must bring more 

flexibility: shorter rental terms, performance based rentals (which are not similar to sales based rentals) 

and less durable, more flexible and more modular ways of designing and building shopping areas. Local 

municipalities can also contribute to the quality of the shopping areas via investments and deregulation.
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Retailing Beyond Borders is the theme of our congress. Thinking on borders, we believe that many of the 

traditional borders have already blurred or disappeared and that this process will continue. This line of 

thinking led to the theme of the 2015 congress and of this report: Fusion Retail. No borders, but fusion. In this 

report we will drive home three key messages:

•	 All traditional borders within the retail sector are blurring increasingly. This is driven by two key 

developments: changing consumer behaviour and technology. Going forward this trend will continue

•	 For the retail sector this process of blurring borders, or ‘fusion’ leads to more differentiation (variety of 

retail concepts), more innovation and more competition

•	 Retailers need new strategies in order to profit from Fusion Retail and to capture opportunities.  

Re-evaluation of retail concepts, innovation, local adaptation and cooperation are key elements of  

these new strategies.

This report is based on a combination of desk research, an online survey among Dutch retail executives and 

discussions with the management of leading Dutch retailers. We have summarised our findings in three 

blocks.

1. INTRODUCTION

What is Fusion Retail?
(chapter 2)

Consequences for the 
retail sector
(chapter 3)

New strategies required
(chapter 4)

•	 Traditional borders (2.1)
•	 Borders are blurring (2.2)
•	 Retailing Beyond Borders (2.3)

•	 More differentiation (3.1)
•	 More innovation (3.2)
•	 More competition (3.3)

•	 Re-evaluate concepts (4.1)
•	 The need for innovation (4.2)
•	 Local adaptation (4.3)
•	 Cooperation (4.4)

Introduction
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The various categories of consumer spending – food products, non-food products, services, catering – were 

clearly separated and formulas within sectors aimed at getting a part of a certain category of spending. 

Supermarkets and food speciality stores sold food, various non-food retailers satisfied the needs for non-food 

products, telephone/IT companies, energy companies, hairdressers, nail studios and many other service 

providers delivered a wide assortment of services and restaurants, hotels and cafes provided food and drinks. 

Also within these consumer sectors there were clearly separated sub-sectors. In non-food retail for example 

there were stores for consumer electronics, household goods, DIY and so on.

Besides sectors and sub-sectors, there were channels for doing retail business (online/offline). Many providers 

of goods and services had physical locations to serve their customers. Others used the internet as a virtual 

channel, on the back of the ongoing technological development. Many online and offline players also 

combined the channels. These combined business models have various names: multichannel, cross channel, 

omnichannel. Despite the chosen name, most of these models were characterised by some sort of separation 

and distinction between the channels.

There was also a separation between attraction and transaction. Consumers were attracted to the stores via 

various types of advertising and promotion channels (including newspapers, TV, radio, internet and flyers) 

and the stores were places to carry out transactions with customers.

Within the supply chain, everyone had his/her task. There were producers for the making of the goods. Many 

of these producers had brand names with consumer relevance and the brand names were attached to the 

goods. In various supply chains, wholesalers had an intermediate role between producers and retailers. The 

retailers sold the products to the end-users, the consumers.

2. FUSION RETAIL: A LAST FAREWELL TO ALL BORDERS
2.1 Traditionally, there were many borders within the retail sector

2.2 These borders are increasingly blurring or even disappearing
The process of blurring or even disappearing of the mentioned boundaries has been underway for some time 

already. We see two key drivers for this development: consumer behaviour and technology.

Consumers are confronted with the paradox of choice and time: on the one hand they have an overwhelming 

choice of products, brands and services and various ways to obtain these products and services (e.g. stores, 

internet, mobile), but on the other hand they have less time for this because friends, family, social media, 

sports and many other matters take up their valuable time. Consequently, they become more selective and 

choose a relatively limited set of partners with whom to do business. They are prepared to spend time on 

shopping, but look for either ‘entertainment’ or ‘convenience’. We do live in a time of information overload 
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and this urges retailers to use one of their core competences: creating collections via pre selection. This is the 

answer to a basic need of consumers: they are looking for solutions that save them time.

Due to ongoing technological development it has become easier to reach the consumer directly and to 

deliver goods and services directly to the consumer. Via internet and social media ‘everyone’ can talk directly 

with consumers. The consumers have multiple options for receiving the goods, besides going to the store: 

shipment to the home or office or pickup at a chosen pick-up-point. For some goods there are alternatives 

to the physical products, e.g. books (e-books), films (digital file or streaming), music (digital file or streaming) 

and games (playing via internet). The combination of technology and the various options for receiving the 

goods has led to a wide variety of ‘order-receive options’, including click-and-collect (in store or at pick-up 

point), click-and-reserve (in store), ‘order-in-store and collect’ (in store or at pick-up-point) and ‘order-in-store 

and delivery’ (at home, office or other address). The various delivery options are available in many variations: 

multiple days, next day, same day, the time slots that are offered can be very wide (‘between 9.00 AM and 

5.00 PM’) or narrower (‘between 9.00 AM and 10.00 AM’) and more recently one hour or ninety minutes 

deliveries from physical stores when ordered online from a marketplace.

These two drivers – consumer behaviour and technology – have blurred or even removed the previously 

mentioned borders.

No sectors or sub-sectors anymore as consumers do not think in terms of sectors sub-sectors, but in terms of 

solutions for their needs. Therefore, many retail concepts offer all kinds of combinations between non-food 

products, food products, services and catering. We will give some examples in chapter 3.

No channels anymore as consumers do not think in terms of channels. They seek interaction with the retailer (or 

with any other provider of goods and services), independent of time, place and the device(s) that are at hand 

or in use. The omnichannel model has to move to a next level in which there are no borders at all between 

the channels. The consumer is in the centre of this model and always has access to the same products, 

information and conditions, anywhere, anytime. This next level – which we call Post Channel Retail - does 

not only reflect the removal of the borders within the retail operation, but also the removal of the borders 

between producers, wholesalers, retailers and others (e.g. logistic service providers). This implies e.g. that 

the information of the suppliers (including detailed product specifications, stock levels of the suppliers, 

information on when the next product run will be available for retailers) and of the logistic service providers 

(e.g. when will the orders be delivered) must be available for the retailers and for the customers, anywhere, 

anytime. Chapter 4 provides some more detail on this Post Channel Retail concept.

No borders between attraction and transaction as consumers need to be attracted to the stores, not only the 

physical stores but also the online ones. They need to have an argument to spend their valuable time on going 

to the store. When they are in the store, they want to make a transaction in a convenient way. This means that 

the borders between attraction and transaction disappear and that these two have to be combined. Retailers 
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can use one of their core competences: making a pre selection. Big data is an often used or even abused 

term, but here is where it fits perfectly within the core of the business cycle. By having better consumer 

insights, and making good analyses of consumer behaviour, big data will give retailers the opportunity to 

create collections and pre-selections that will meet the needs of their customers. In the end, a customer will 

be serviced better, faster and more conveniently in this way.

No borders within the supply chain anymore as the roles within the supply chain have become ‘blurred’. Retailers 

leverage their brand names towards private label and private brands. They become producers without 

having production facilities (most retailers use outsourcing models). The retailers have various arguments for 

becoming a producer: (i) becoming less dependent on third party producers and brand owners, (ii) ability to 

offer own and unique products instead of products of others that are available ‘everywhere’, (iii) offering more 

choice to their customers at multiple price points, (iv) generate higher gross profits as they capture a larger 

part of the vertical margin. Conversely, producers and brand owners become retailers in order to:  

(i) get direct access to consumers and consumer information and translate this information into new 

production orders (vertical integration), (ii) build on the brand image and brand recognition. They get direct 

access to the consumers via a combination of ‘old school bricks-and-mortar’ (flagship stores, brand stores) 

and technology (internet, social media). As consumer relevance is more important than ‘official’ roles in 

supply chains and technologies have removed borders, the retail arena is also open for non-retailers. To 

illustrate, figure 1 contains the top 20 of indispensable brands in The Netherlands, as published by research 

and consultancy firm EURIB, based on consumer surveys. These 20 brands consist of: nine retailers, six 

media companies and five service providers. We already see some examples of these eleven ‘non-retailers’ 

expanding into retail. Google (#6 in the list) has a platform Google Shopping that connects (online and 

offline) buyers and sellers of products. In addition, Google is working on physical stores in the US and 

Europe to sell its Google products (including computers and tablets). Media company NOS (#7 and #16 in 

the list) has a webshop with products that are related to the NOS information programmes on news, sports 

and (inter)national events. Buienradar (part of media company RTL and #9 in the list) has a webshop on 

its news- and information site with products related to the season and weather conditions. The webshop 

is operated in cooperation with the Dutch retailer Kijkshop. Also leisure park Efteling (#14), logistic service 

provider Schiphol (#18) and social media company Facebook (#20) are involved in the retail sector in some 

way. We think that these developments will continue going forward and that more players with high 

consumer relevance will find their way into retail, on an autonomous basis or in cooperation with others, 

including retailers. Analytics and consumer insights, quite often referred to as Big Data or Smart Data, are 

increasingly becoming of eminent importance for retailers in this blurring world. Competencies in this area 

are indispensable for anyone who wants to become a successful player in an era of Fusion Retail. Many of the 

non-retailers mentioned in figure 1 have access to valuable big data/smart data.
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Figure 1: Top 20 of  
indispensible brands  
in The Netherlands

# Brand

1 HEMA Retailer

2 Bol.com Retailer

3 Kruidvat Retailer

4 Albert Heijn Retailer

5 iDeal Payment provider

6 Google Internet Service company

7 NOS Journaal Media company

8 IKEA Retailer

9 Buienradar.nl Media company

10 Lidl Retailer

11 Action Retailer

12 Blokker Retailer

13 Marktplaats Retailer

Fusion Retail: a last farewell to all borders
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14 Efteling Leisure provider

15 YouTube Social media company

16 NOS Media company

17 Nederland 1 Media company

18 Schiphol Logistic service provider

19 PostNL Logistic service provider

20 Facebook Social media company

Figure 1: Top 20 of  
indispensible brands  
in The Netherlands

Source: EURIB, 2014

The mentioned drivers for removal of the various borders – consumer 

behaviour and technology - will remain in place and will continue to do their 

work in further removal of remaining borders. We think this will ultimately lead 

to a borderless retail world. The theme of our yearly retail congress is ‘Retailing 

Beyond Borders’ and the sub-theme ‘Fusion Retail’ – the subject of this report – 

is perfectly in line with this theme.

2.3 Welcome to the world of ‘Retailing Beyond 

 Borders’
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3.1.1 Expand from ‘goods’ into ‘services’

We see retail concepts expanding their offerings from ‘goods’ into ‘services’. The most important reason for 

having a focus on services is that from each discretionary Euro in the past 40 years less and less was spend on 

retail goods. Today this is less than 30%. In addition, services are attractive from multiple other perspectives: 

(i) it is easier to differentiate on services than on goods as goods can be bought ‘everywhere’, both online 

and offline, and the internet enables an easy comparison, (ii) as services are less comparable and (price) 

transparent than goods, a higher price and margin are feasible, (iii) services can play favourable consumer 

trends like wellness and time saving, (iv) as people become older, they tend to spend less on goods (‘we 

already have everything we need’) and more on services. The key point of the goods to services strategy is 

the leveraging of the brand recognition of the retailer towards service providing. Examples include Rituals, 

IKEA, HEMA and Wal-Mart. Personal care retailer Rituals leverages its brand name towards spa treatments, 

playing the trend of increased attention for health and wellness. IKEA delivers installation services for 

bathrooms, providing the customer with a one-stop-shop proposition (design, goods, and installation) and 

taking care of his concerns (‘how do I find a reliable contractor for my bathroom?’). HEMA is introducing all 

kind of services including notary services and healthcare insurances. US food retailer Wal-Mart even takes it 

one step further and builds healthcare clinics to provide healthcare services to its customers.

3.1.2 Leverage online platforms further

In the previous paragraph we have mentioned some examples of store-based retailers expanding into 

services. Online players have the same possibilities by opening their platforms for all kinds of service 

providers. Amazon has plans to launch a hotel site in the US. The selection of hotels is based on consumer 

reviews of Trip Advisor. Amazon is also offering the services of plumbers and electricians in selected US cities. 

Just as in the example of the hotel site, the ranking of the service provider is based on consumer reviews. 

Amazon offers information on services and availability of the service providers via its platform. Customers 

can make an appointment with the service provider and pay via the Amazon check-out. Online platforms can 

be leveraged towards ‘publishing’ by opening the platforms for e.g. brand owners who can reach end-users 

with their content. In this way, the online platform becomes a media company. Recently, Ahold revealed 

plans in this direction for its online platform bol.com. Commercial director Faber commented on these 

plans: “The largest newspaper in the Netherlands reaches 530,000 people on a daily basis; bol.com 820,000 

people. Many producers are waiting for a platform like bol.com since they often have no clue how to organise 

their marketing activities in this new online world”. The key point of the platform leveraging strategy is the 

leveraging of the customer base and traffic of the retailer towards other service providers and taking a part of 

the transaction value as a fee.

3. RETAIL SECTOR: MORE DIFFERENTIATION, INNOVATION AND   
 COMPETITION
3.1 More differentiation: more variety of retail concepts
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3.1.3 Stretch the borders of the assortment: unlimited and personalised choice

The traditional borders between sectors and sub-sectors of consumer goods (food, non-food, further 

separation within non-food between consumer electronics, personal care, fashion and so on) can be 

explained by various traditional limitations on shelf space, knowledge, focus and business partners. Stores 

and shelf space put limits on the breadth and depth of assortments. Knowledge on products, product 

applications and sourcing within retailers was a constraint and was focussed on a limited assortment of 

goods. Retailers focussed on certain goods and had the perception that their customers had the same focus 

and expected only a relatively limited range of goods and services in their stores. Business partners like 

suppliers and brand owners were focussed on retailers in ‘their’ category and preferred to do business with 

them as they shared the same passions for products and the same values. 

Technology and consumer behaviour have removed these limitations. Via internet, an unlimited assortment 

can be offered. Integration of internet in the stores brings the same benefits for store-based retailers as they 

can offer an unlimited assortment on the same (or even a smaller) surface. 3D printing brings the issue of 

the assortments to a next level: assortments are not only unlimited, they can also be adapted to consumers’ 

personal preferences, giving an extra personal ‘touch’. Knowledge on products, applications and sourcing is 

widely available via the internet and via a network of business partners including wholesalers, agents and 

procurement offices. Consumers are prepared to buy goods from the retailer even beyond the borders of his 

traditional category. Suppliers and brand owners maximise their exposure to consumers and also conduct 

business with retailers outside their traditional categories.

These developments have removed the borders of assortment. There are many examples. The borders 

between Living, Garden, Household and DIY have blurred completely. All former retail ‘specialists’ try to help 

their customers with their needs for ‘products and services for their homes’. Consequently, their assortments 

show a huge overlap. Formulas like Kruidvat (personal care) and Blokker (household) have become variety 

stores instead of specialists in their categories. Food retailers sell non-food, partly as traffic generator (e.g. 

the weekly non-food actions at Aldi) and partly as a logical extension from ‘food’ to ‘supplies needed in the 

kitchen’ (e.g. pots, pans and towels as part of the assortment of AH XL). According to HEMA, 3D printing is 

more than a hype. HEMA offers 3D printed products in categories like telephone accessories and jewellery, 

enabling their customers to make their ‘own’ products and even their very own image as a statue. In 3D 

printing HEMA cooperates with specialised printing companies and acts as intermediary between these 

companies and the customer. Aktiesport and Perry Sport have large in-store screens, offering the consumers 

the full assortment, including the products that are not available in the store. The consumer can order these 

products in the store and pick them up in the store later or let them be sent to their homes.

3.1.4 Combine retail, catering and services

Offering services and stretching assortments are first steps in crossing borders. Making a mix of products, 

services and catering brings it to a next level. La Place is a good example. In many department stores, the 

restaurant is just a kind of service concept for the customers aiming at an extension of the length of stay in 
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the department store. La Place (part of department store V&D) has managed to build a formula that can also 

be operated outside the department stores. The formula is further leveraged towards food products that are 

sold within the V&D department store and towards catering services for events like parties and congresses. 

Mymuesli offers the consumers an unlimited and personal muesli assortment. Every combination of the 

various muesli ingredients is possible and the consumer can order his ‘own’ muesli online or in the stores or 

he can eat the muesli in the stores. Bilder & De Clerq has extended its special food concept based on recipes 

to a service concept. Instead of trying to reach more customers with stores or via the internet, they used 

the fact that a large part of their customer base is working during the day. They approached Google HQ in 

Amsterdam and started a service there. Via an interactive shopping wall in their offices, Google employees 

can order till 16:00h their meal for the evening and this will be delivered at the office as of 17:00h. Now Bilder 

& De Clerq is extending this service concept to new companies, starting in Amsterdam. The Bilder &De Clerq 

business model is based on the time stressed consumer that doesn’t want to worry about what will be the 

menu of tonight. The stores in Amsterdam offer 14 ‘recipes of the week’, it is virtually a 3D cookbook in which 

the customer is shopping. All products for one recipe are conveniently located next to each other, including 

drinks that complement the meals. 

Retail Sector: more differentiation, innovation and cometition

3.1.5 Build formulas on new grounds: themes, flexibility, convenience

As categories and assortments are no longer a base for differentiation of retail formulas, retailers need new 

‘grounds’ for building formulas. We see three main grounds: themes, flexibility and convenience.

A theme can attract a certain target group that is interested in the theme. Consequently, the theme can be 

worked out in a certain way. Il Sogno (two stores in NL) has chosen ‘Italy’ as theme. This theme enables the 

retailer not only to offer a wide assortment of food and fashion, but also services like travels to Italy and 

Italian courses. Further extensions towards e.g. Italian pottery or translation services are feasible. ‘Saving 
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money’ is another theme that attracts many people, especially in the current economic environment. We 

see two examples of retail formulas building on this theme. Leapp sells refurbished Apple devices. The 

consumer proposition is: get a premium product (Apple) at a more affordable price (‘saving money’) and 

with the service/advice and (one year) guarantee of Leapp. In addition to the ‘saving money’ theme, there 

is also a CSR angle in the formula as the life cycle of the devices is extended which is supportive for the 

environment. Troc.com is a retail formula active in six countries (including France and Germany) that sells 

second-hand consumer goods both online and in stores. The formula supports the C2C business and adds 

extra ‘confidence’ to it via its brand name and store network. Consumers can buy goods at a relatively low 

price, giving them at least the perception of ‘saving money’. Just as for Leapp, the formula has a CSR angle as 

the lifetime of products is extended, giving less waste and burden on the environment.

Flexibility can provide another foundation for retail formulas. The key point is that the formula is not fixed 

but ‘fluid’, giving multiple advantages: (i) as the formula is constantly changing, consumers have sufficient 

reasons to come back to get ‘surprised again’ (ii) the retailer can cooperate with a constantly changing base 

of suppliers/partners, limiting the dependency on certain suppliers/partners and providing the opportunity 

to improve terms and conditions on a continuous basis. Hutspot is an example. This formula is a physical 

shopping platform where designers, artists and brands can rent space in order to sell their products. Hutspot 

manages the consistency of the assortment and the partners it cooperates with in order to maintain a 

certain brand style and to avoid becoming a diffuse variety store. Catering services (lunchroom and bar), the 

possibility to host events in the shop (fashion shows, birthday parties) and other services like a barber shop 

support the selling of products and makes Hutspot a ‘nice place to be’. The New York concept store ‘Story’ also 

plays the flexibility angle. Every four to eight weeks the store is completely changed into a new ‘story’. The 

formula takes the point of view of a magazine that ‘tells the brand story to the customers’ (which explains the 

brand name Story). Apart from the retail margin on the goods sold, Story gets a fee from the brand owners 

for access to this ‘magazine in the form of a store’.

Consumers lack time, so convenience provides solid ground for retail formulas. We see Hello Fresh as a strong 

example. This concept offers subscriptions for a weekly box delivered at home with ingredients for three or 

five healthy meals. This gives great convenience as the consumer does not have to worry about the right 

menu and the right balance and quantities of ingredients. Furthermore, he does not have to go shopping 

in the supermarket and he gets the assurance that he is eating ‘healthy’. This type of business is called 

subscription commerce (selling subscriptions instead of separate products) has advantages for the consumer 

(again: convenience as the consumer does not have to order every day or week), and also for the retailer. 

The retailer has a constant and steady flow of revenues, can get loyal customers that ‘tell the story around’ 

(provided both the proposition and the execution are right) and can optimise his stock position. Of course 

this business model is not new and was already named by Dr Anton Dreesmann in his doctor thesis in 1963 

as one of sustainable future business models to create convenience and give back discounts to the customer 

based on their loyalty. The idea of the recipe-driven subscription is also a solution for the time-stressed 

consumer. 
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3.2.1 New retail concepts emerge from various angles

We see a continuous refreshment of the retail landscape. Many new retail concepts are start-ups like the 

previously mentioned examples of Leapp, Bilder & De Clerq, and Hutspot. Foreign players enter the Dutch 

market, trying to leverage the success in their home market(s) to a new market. Examples include (i) the 

earlier mentioned Mymuesli and Hello Fresh, (ii) CeX, a British store for second hand goods, (iii) Karaca, a 

Turkish formula with a broad assortment of articles for household, kitchen, bath and bed, (iv) El Corte Ingles, 

the Spanish department store that has entered NL via a webshop and (v) & Other Stories (part of H&M Group) 

carrying a broad assortment of shoes, bags, accessories, beauty products and fashion. Existing Dutch players 

adapt their store concepts. Examples: Blokker Holding has refurbished all its retail concepts and HEMA has 

altered all its 520 Dutch stores in order to apply parts of its international concept in the Netherlands. There 

are also existing Dutch players coming up with new concepts. Supermarket Hoogvliet launched a new, hybrid 

concept in Hendrik-Ido-Ambacht: a combination of a pick-up-point for the ‘regular’ grocery assortment and 

a ‘fresh market’ for special fresh products. Jumbo started its “Foodmarkt” concept which will be from now on 

a separate formula. We expect these trends to continue going forward. In addition, as explained before, we 

expect non-retailers to enter the retail arena, leveraging their consumer relevance. This will also lead to new 

concepts.

3.2.2 There are more chances for success as traditional barriers are lowered

In the ‘traditional’ retail world, entrance barriers for new concepts were pretty high as a store network had 

to be developed (and good retail locations were scarce) and huge marketing budgets were needed to build 

consumer trust and brand recognition. This is different now. New retail concepts can start online and build 

stores later (i.e. Mymuesli, Leapp and Coolblue). A dense store network is not necessary as consumers can 

3.2 We foresee more and quicker innovation

Retail Sector: more differentiation, innovation and cometition

3.1.6 There are no restrictions on time and place

Retailers try to attract consumers to their stores. These stores however have some natural limitations. They 

are located somewhere and maybe the consumers are attracted to the store, but not to the location (maybe 

the store is too far away and he lacks time to travel). Stores have limited opening hours and these are not 

always convenient for customers with a busy schedule. Instead of consumers going to the stores, retailers 

can go to the consumers. Technology is an enabler as it prevents the retailer having to ship his whole store 

to a different place. With a combination of technological devices (screens, tablets, laptops, 3D printers) and a 

small assortment the retailer can relatively easily go to places where many consumers go. Examples include 

music concerts (selling fashion with the pictures of the performing artists, personalised via 3D printing), 

fairs/exhibitions and sport clubs (selling goods related to the sport). This ‘flexible retailing’ has multiple 

advantages: (i) more convenience for the customer as he determines time and place, (ii) the retailer can go 

where many consumers go, so he gets more face time compared to many traditional shopping areas, (iii) the 

retailer can pick events where consumers are in the right mood to buy, (iv) the retailer meets the customer 

where he happens to be: at work, school, kindergarten or at home.
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3.3.1 New competition will intensify from various angles

The Dutch retail landscape is very fragmented – with many players and formulas – and very competitive. This 

trend will continue as the economic circumstances will remain challenging for a while. Due to the fragmented 

and competitive market, consumers have lots of choice and can afford to be discriminating to the question as 

to with whom they prefer to do business. The mentioned continuous innovation of the retail landscape (new 

start-ups, foreign entrants, existing players improving their proposition) will further contribute to the already 

competitive environment and intensify competition still further.

3.3.2 Existing players are forced to cope with the more competitive environment

Existing players see the already competitive environment becoming even more competitive. They have only 

one choice: cope with this reality. This implies that they have to work continuously on the improvement of 

their consumer proposition in order to remain competitive.

3.3 Competition will intensify further

be reached via the internet, supported by a limited number of stores at strategic locations. These locations 

are less scarce than they used to be as the retail real estate market has overcapacity and vacancies. New 

retail concepts can use their customers as ambassadors. Via social media they can ‘spread the word’, making 

large advertising expenditures less necessary. All in all: barriers are lower and chances for success of new and 

innovative retail concepts are higher. There is a flipside of this coin: the concepts have to be really good and 

distinctive and have to remain on a high level. Otherwise, they will fall just as quickly as they have risen.
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4.1.1 Can we stretch towards other categories of consumer spending?

As mentioned before, the boundaries between the various categories of consumer spending - non-food 

products, food products, catering and services - are blurring. Retailers can profit from this trend by stretching 

their offerings towards other categories of consumer spending and offering all kinds of combinations. 

Food and catering is a logical combination that can work in both ways. A catering formula can offer parts 

of its menus as food products for take away and preparation by the customer at home, or the caterer can 

leverage its brand name to an ‘exclusive’ assortment of food products. La Place is an example of a caterer 

that has stretched its offering towards food products for take away. The other way around: a retailer in 

food products can offer a catering service within his stores where the customers can enjoy ready-to-eat 

meals and drinks. This ‘stretching’ can serve multiple goals: extra sales and margins, more convenience and 

experience in the store leading to more traffic, more brand recognition and opportunities to differentiate 

from competition. Jumbo started its new Foodmarkt formula. The first one was opened in Breda (6,000m2, 

the largest supermarket in the Netherlands) and the second one in a special location (a former industrial 

site) in Amsterdam (2,600m2). The Foodmarkt formula is a good example of a combination of a supermarket 

with experience elements (e.g. large assortments, attractively displayed, cooking demonstrations), a catering 

service with meals and drinks and a non-food assortment. A combination of non-food products and services 

is also logical as many consumers are not looking for products, but for integrated solutions. The US DIY 

retailer Home Depot is a good example of this. Home Depot has a network of – certified – contractors and 

installers that can do the job for the customers: Do It for Me or Do It Together instead of Do It Yourself. Home 

Depot is responsible for getting the job done and takes care in this way of many concerns of its customers 

(‘Which contractor can I trust? Who is responsible for the total project, including material supply?’). Home 

Depot can even arrange the financing of the project for the customer. IKEA is also making steps in this 

direction in order to get a bigger share in the customer journey.

4.1.2 Ambition towards stretching seems limited

In our online survey we asked the retailers which part of their current sales (2014) consists of catering 

and services and what their ambition was on a three year time horizon (2017). The results indicate limited 

ambition in this direction. The share of catering in the sales of our retailers is limited. A vast majority of 

93% derives less than 10% of its sales from catering. In 2017 86% of the retailers still expect less than 10% 

of sales from catering. We see limited growth of the sales contribution in services too. In 2014, 39% of the 

respondents have a share of services of >10% (7% in the 10-20% range and 32% has more than 20% services) 

and this share is expected to increase to 47% in 2017 (11% in the 10-20% range and 36% expects more than 

20% services).

4. RETAILERS NEED NEW STRATEGIES IN ORDER TO PROFIT   
 FROM FUSION RETAIL
4.1 Retailers have to re-evaluate their retail concepts
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Figure 2: Ambition on 
stretching towards  
catering and services

Source: Online survey 
among retail executives
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4.1.3 Can we leverage our retail formula towards a private label/brand?

Trading in products of others (manufacturers, brand owners) is a vulnerable 

business model for retailers as consumers can buy the products ‘everywhere’ 

(various online shops and multi-brand stores, mono-brand stores of the 

brand owner, webshop of the brand owner) and it is difficult for the retailer 

to differentiate itself from the competition. If there is no difference, the 

competition will focus on price and this ‘race to the bottom’ is hard to win for 

most retailers. It is therefore a better option for retailers to leverage their brand 

name to an own and unique collection of products that is difficult to compare 

with other products. In this way, they become vertically integrated retailers 

(‘from design to consumer’) that can make the difference on their products. 

This model is less vulnerable and gives more possibilities to differentiate. In 

fashion, we see many retailers who have become a brand. Examples include 

H&M, Zara and Coolcat. There are also multi-brand fashion retailers with strong 

‘local’ brand names (‘local heroes’) who have leveraged their strong local brand 

names towards private label collections. Examples are: Piet Zoomers (Wilp), Van 

Tilburg (Nistelrode) and Blijdesteijn (Tiel). These private label collections offer 

customers more choice at multiple price points and bring in higher gross profits 

and margins for the retailer as he captures a larger part of the total vertical 

margin. The brand name of the retailer provides confidence for the consumer.
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4.1.4 Are there opportunities in B2B or C2C?

Retailers can also sell their products in the B2B market. Riviera Maison (a vertically integrated living retailer) 

arranges the interior of hotels and restaurants. This has not only a direct sales impact as this B2B business 

generates extra sales. Consumers visit these hotels and restaurants, see (and hopefully like) the interior and 

put it on their wish lists for their own interior. In this way, B2B also contributes to the B2C brand recognition. 

IKEA is taking its B2B plans one step further. The Swedish furniture retailer has a hotel division that is building 

a chain of 150 budget hotels in Europe, in cooperation with hotel operator Marriott. The hotels are not 

furnished with IKEA furniture, but the retailer has leveraged its knowledge on low cost design, engineering 

and construction towards the development of a business model for budget hotels. For Marriott, the 

cooperation gives access to a budget concept in addition to its other, more premium hotel concepts. IKEA is 

not leveraging its retail products, but its retail knowledge and competencies. As mentioned earlier Bilder & 

De Clerq is also expanding to B2B by meeting their new customers at the office where they work. They will 

grow this business further by setting up co-operations with facility service providers in big cities.

We see also possibilities for retailers in C2C. Consumers like to trade with each other, not only on physical 

market places, but also online. ‘Confidence’ is always an issue for consumers: ‘Can I trust the other consumer? 

Will he pay or deliver?’ Retailers can add their brand names to C2C online platforms and provide ‘trust’ in 

exchange for commission and/or other income (e.g. advertising). They can for example act as ‘clearing agent’ 

for payments (buyer pays the seller via the platform of the retailer) and remove concerns on payments. 

Marktplaats.nl (part of eBay) is an example of a C2C platform. Bol.com also offers its platform to consumers 

who want to sell their goods and Brandkids.com offers this opportunity to its customers that want to sell 

their second hand children’s wear. We think other retailers can follow these examples.

4.1.5 Are there additional opportunities in personalisation?

We have already mentioned vertical integration as a strategy for retailers. Via vertical integration unique 

products are offered to customers. Personalisation takes the strategy of vertical integration to a next level 

as the products are unique on the level of the individual customer. There are various opportunities for 

personalisation. Through the use of big data or smart data the customer can get individual or personalised 

offerings, tailored to his preferences. 3D printing also offers opportunities to make truly unique and personal 

products. With 3D printing the retailer can deliver added value to the customer by using his consumer 

relevance and the confidence of the customer. In this way the retailer can become a trustworthy connecting 

point between the customer, the designs and the 3D print shops. The retailer acts as a service provider who 

saves his customers time and ‘hassle’. In order to profit from the possibilities of personalisation, retailers need 

to have deep insights into their customers with their buying patterns and preferences. Retailers have to lift 

the quality of their information systems to a next level. It is no longer sufficient to analyse what has happened 

or to monitor what is happening now, but retailers have to predict what is going to happen, based on all the 

data available. In fact, retail is turning ‘full circle’; the old-fashioned local retailer is coming back. The retailer 

who truly knew his customers and their preferences and who knew which products were suitable for which 

customers. There are however a few important differences with the old retail ages: the old-fashioned retailer 

Retailers need new strategies in order to profit from fusion retail
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was dependent on his memory and his ‘instinct’ and ‘gut feeling’ and he operated in a small local market. The 

modern retailer of this age can act on hard facts and on systems and there are no limits to his market area. 

We think that the quality of data and of systems to turn these data into actions will be key for the retailers 

going forward as this will become an increasing source of differentiation. Big data will soon turn into small 

and actionable information. The key is in finding the right action for the right person, leading to a transaction 

in the end.

4.1.6 In which phase of the ‘channel model’ are we and can we move up?

In the past decades we have seen an evolution in the development of various channel models. It all started 

with the single channel model, but as technology developed, retailers created multiple channels. First a 

webshop, followed later by mobile and social media. These channels were organised separately as many 

retailers started to develop new channels in a separate entity (‘the online retail department’), apart from 

the store-based retail operation. As a consequence, the channels in this ‘multi-channel’ business model 

were not integrated for the customers. Later, retailers started with the integration and coordination of these 

channels. The ‘new’ business models carried various names including cross-channel and omnichannel. Still, 

these models are not ‘borderless’ enough in our view as they are both supply driven (or channel centric) and 

retailer centric. More ‘fusion’ is necessary. Channels are not the core of the business model, customers are. 

The customer does not think in terms of channels. He or she just wants to shop whenever and wherever 

he/she likes at the supplier of his/her choice. The customer uses the various touch points with the supplier 

and chooses the touch point that is available given the situation at any point in time (At home or in a 

shopping area? From a desktop at hand or a tablet/smart phone?) and the shopping need at that same point 

in time (Does he or she just want to browse through the product offerings? Or has the customer made a 

pre-choice and is looking for the opinion and advice of the sales staff?). More important than the choice of 

these touch points (or channels) is the seamless or integrated experience at all of these touch points. If the 

customer has registered online, it is important that these data are also available when the store is visited. 

The product information and the customer reviews that are seen online must also be available in the store 

when discussing the pre-choice with the sales staff. The products that have been seen in the store and 

discussed with the sales staff must also be available online, with the same conditions (e.g. price, guarantees, 

delivery options) and with real-time insight as to the stock positions and delivery times. Secondly, most 

omnichannel models are developed within the borders of the operation of the retailer while the world of 

the consumer is borderless and encompasses the total supply chain. Consumers do not think in terms of 

phases of the supply chain and separation of tasks and responsibilities within this supply chain. He just 

wants a solution for his shopping need. Therefore retailers have to cross the borders of their own business 

models and integrate them with the business models of their supply chain partners in order to provide their 

customer with an integrated and borderless shopping experience. This implies, for example, that the retailer 

must have insight into both the stock positions of his suppliers and the delivery schedules of his logistic 

service providers. It also implies that the detailed product specifications of the suppliers must be made 

available for the customers. Figure 3 reflects our thinking of ‘Post Channel Retail’ with the customer at the 

heart of the model. In the end it is all about commerce, without and beyond borders. The customer enjoys an 
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Figure 3: No borders 
between channels and 
supply chain partners

Source: Rabobank

‘integrated shopping experience’, comprising the same products, information 

and conditions (e.g. prices, guarantees, delivery options) at all touch points the 

consumer has with the retailer. Furthermore, the business models of all supply 

chain partners are fully integrated towards the customer.
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4.1.7 How do we set our formula parameters?

Retailers design their formulas, using certain value drivers or formula 

parameters. In this context we see the Seven Retail Polarisations, ‘extremes’ of 

formula parameters (source: Q&A Research & Consultancy):

•	 Value: discount, value-for-money, high-end

•	 Time: fun/experience or convenience

•	 Glocal: local or global

•	 Needs: need to have or nice to have

•	 Channel: online or offline

•	 Brand: multi-brand, private brand, mono-brand

•	 Demand: product driven (customer knows exactly what he wants;  

price and convenience are leading) or solution driven (additional services 

and added value more important).

Retailers need new strategies in order to profit from fusion retail
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4.2.1 The need for innovation

The retail market is already fragmented and competitive. Competition will 

increase further from various sides: new start-up formulas, foreign players 

entering the Dutch market and existing retailers working on the improvement 

of their retail proposition. New players have more chances to succeed as 

traditional entrance barriers are lower. It is no longer necessary to build a 

nationwide store network, requiring huge investments and availability of 

locations. Retailers can enter the market online, eventually supported via a 

small store network. Through social media they can communicate with their 

Figure 4: The switchboard 
of formula parameters

Source: Q&A Research and 
Consultancy, Rabobank 4.2 Innovation: more, quicker, continuous

These Seven Polarisations can be seen as a switchboard. Retailers tend to flick 

their switches at the ‘extremes’ of the switchboard, either up or down. Within 

the trend of fusion retail, we see two developments. Firstly, a combination of 

these extremes is possible within one formula. The combination of Selfridges 

and Primark is an example. The high-end department store Selfridges also 

includes the discounter Primark, as part of its jeans department, of course 

with self-checkout. An experience formula can also provide convenience 

for customers who know exactly what they want and like to go quickly to 

the checkout. The second development is flexibility or local adaptation. The 

position of the switches differs per shopping location. We will discuss this later.
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customers, avoiding the need for huge advertising budgets. This more competitive retail landscape forces all 

market players to continuously improve and innovate. Consumers become more demanding and less patient 

and they have more and more choices. This implies the need for more and quicker innovation. ‘Dare to fail’ is 

probably one of the most important success factors. Innovation needs guts as well. 

4.2.2 Various strategic options are available

Retailers can innovate ‘in house’, choose for a sort of ‘outsourced R&D’ via corporate venturing, or carry it 

out in a cooperative way. The corporate venturing option implies that the retailer acts as incubator via 

investments in new retail concepts. These new retail concepts are used to improve the existing value 

propositions of the retailer. We see some foreign examples of this corporate venturing. @Walmartlabs is a 

special venture of the world’s largest retailer Wal-Mart, serving as incubator for new developments, especially 

in the technological area. Well Ventures is the venture and growth capital firm of Walgreens, the US drugstore 

chain. Well Ventures invests in companies with emerging technologies, products or services and aims to 

combine these with Walgreen’s existing competencies and assets. The UK retailer John Lewis started JLAB, a 

technology business incubator. JLAB targets innovative ideas from start-up companies. These start-ups can 

get an investment from John Lewis and the ability to trial their technology in the stores of the retailer.

Retailers have to solve various issues in order to make corporate venturing successful. Management and 

control of corporate venturing differs from the management and control of the ‘normal’ business operations 

and requires special management skills and techniques. Financial funds have to be made available for 

corporate venturing and this investment opportunity has to compete with other investment opportunities.

The cooperative way of innovating could be the initiative of The Store of the Future where retailers jointly 

have their retail living lab, together with all stakeholders in the market, including real estate companies, 

financial service providers, technology providers and consultants. Together they have the opportunity to 

invest, develop and test new innovations and technologies in an end-user environment. Instead each having 

their own innovation lab they can have it here together, learn from each other and have their failures and 

successes in a controlled environment. 

4.2.3 Retailers expect an above average change of their formulas

In an online survey we have asked retailers to rank the extent to which they expect to change their retail 

formula within three years (2017) on a ten point scale (1=no change, 10=fundamental change). The results 

indicate quite strong expectations on formula change. >70% of the respondents give a ranking of 6 or higher.

Retailers need new strategies in order to profit from fusion retail
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Figure 5: Extent of 
expected change in retail 
formula

Source: Online survey 
among retail executives
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4.2.4 Innovation has a quite high investment priority with retailers

We asked retailers via an online survey to rank the priorities of five investment 

opportunities (5=highest priority, 1=lowest priority):

•	 Innovation and modernisation of the retail formula

•	 Growth of the formula through the opening of new stores in The 

Netherlands

•	 International expansion

•	 Omnichannel: integration and coordination of different channels 

including stores, webshop, mobile and social media

•	 Big data or smart data in order to make, for example, more personalised 

consumer offerings.

Omnichannel is the top investment priority of retailers, but innovation and 

modernisation of the retail formula is in second place. This indicates that the key 

issue of innovation is quite high on the agenda of retailers. The number three 

priority - big data/smart data - can also contribute to formula innovation as the 

sensible use of data can lead to more personalised offerings.
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Figure 6: Investment  
priorities of retailers

Source: Online survey 
among retailers

Rank Investment opportunity Score (five point scale)

#1 Build omnichannel model 3.9

#2 Innovation/modernisation of the retail formula 3.6

#3 Big data/smart data 3.2

#4 Growth of formula through opening of new stores in NL 2.4

#5 International expansion 2.0

4.3.1 Different local markets have different characteristics

Retailers who go abroad with their formulas know that they need to adapt 

the formula to local market circumstances. Retail is local business, with local 

retail formulas serving local consumer needs. This international need for 

adaptation also holds true at a national level. Even within a small country as 

the Netherlands, there are huge regional and local differences. The population 

in the centre of Amsterdam differs from the population in rural areas in terms 

of demography and buying power. At every shopping location the retailer is 

confronted with a different competitive situation. Consumer behaviour on high 

traffic locations (e.g. airports or train stations) is quite different to city centres 

and local shopping areas.

4.3.2 Retailers have to bring flexible retail formulas to the table

All these different locations demand different ‘answers’ from the retailer. There 

is no ‘one-size-fits-all’: the retail concepts have to be flexible. This flexibility has 

various dimensions: size (multi-format), setting the formula parameters, multi-

formula and formula cooperation.

Many retailers have different sizes of their formulas for different locations 

(multi-format). Smaller formats for smaller shopping areas and larger formats 

for bigger areas. Albert Heijn and HEMA are examples of multi-format retailers. 

A combination of flexible formats with a flexible mix of franchise and own stores 

can also be an option. A shopping area can be too small for an own store to 

become profitable, even with a small format. In such a situation it is possible for 

a franchisee to be successful. Due to his entrepreneurship and involvement in 

the local community, a franchisee can perform better than an own store. 

4.3 No ‘one-size-fits-all’ but local adaptation

Retailers need new strategies in order to profit from fusion retail
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The entrepreneurship of the franchisee combined with the strengths of the formula (brand recognition, scale, 

possibility to invest in online solutions, buying power) can be a solution for these areas.

Earlier in this report we introduced the retail polarisation switchboard, consisting of seven different 

polarisations. We believe that there is no fixed setting of the switches: this depends upon the local market 

situation. However, not all formats and formulas are able to fit within each polarisation setting. In a large city 

centre, the retailer can emphasise the fun/experience character of the store. Customers go to city centres for 

entertainment and an experience store fits with this need. On the other hand, the same formula in a local 

shopping area should be more a convenience store where the customer can fulfil his needs quickly and is not 

looking for fun and experience. Another example: in a shopping area with many one person households and 

a relatively high buying power of consumers, a supermarket can offer a relatively large assortment of solution 

driven ready-to-eat or ready-to-cook meals whereas in areas with fewer one person households, less buying 

power and more competition of discount formulas, this supermarket must focus on a product driven offering.

A multi-formula strategy can be an option if retailers want to combine the need for formula differentiation 

on the one hand with the need for a more or less univocal retail formula on the other. However, we believe 

that the concept of the univocal retail formula will become increasingly difficult. Each formula needs to have 

some sort of local differentiation since circumstances are becoming more and more diverse from location 

to location. Multi-formula can be an option for this formula differentiation. In the multi-formula strategy the 

retailer has different formulas for different locations. Macintosh Retail Group (a.o. Dolcis, Manfield, Scapino) 

and Mandemakers (a.o. Mandemakers, Brugman, Keuken Concurrent, Keuken Kampioen) are examples 

of retailers with a multi-formula strategy. International examples include Inditex (a.o. Zara, Pull & Bear, 

Massimo Dutti, Bershka) and H&M Group (a.o. H&M, COS, Monki). The formulas are different from a consumer 

perspective (the front end of the store) but cooperate at the back end in e.g. IT, procurement and logistics. 

Also in online retail, multi-formula strategy is feasible as proven by e.g. Coolblue and RFS (a.o. Wehkamp.nl, 

Fonq, Plasmadiscounter.nl).

We foresee more formula cooperation also between retailers in order to achieve a more flexible and attractive 

formula proposition. Intergamma (Gamma, Karwei) cooperates with the food service formula Subway. The 

combination can be more attractive than the standalone formulas and attract extra customers. Retailers who 

want to offer food service in their formulas can do this on their own, but the cooperation with e.g. La Place or 

Subway is probably a better option since knowledge and skills on food are directly available and the retailer 

can profit from the brand recognition of these players. Sports retailer Decathlon and outdoor specialist 

Vrijbuiter will join forces in Roermond through the sharing of floor space. Both retailers expect that the 

combination of their formulas will lead to extra footfall.
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Figure 7: Competitive  
position of shopping 
areas

Source: Platform De 
Nieuwe Winkelstraat, 
Rabobank

4.4.1 Retailers must add the shopping area dimension to the formula 

 dimension

Retailers have to work on their formulas in order to remain competitive in the 

era of Fusion Retail. We have elaborated on this dimension in the previous part 

of this chapter. There is however a second dimension that requires the attention 

of the retailer: the shopping area. A successful formula in an unsuccessful 

shopping area is unsustainable on the longer term. Shopping areas face 

challenging times as: (i) online will grow further and gain share from offline,  

(ii) there is overcapacity in the market, (iii) many current shopping locations 

offer insufficient fun and/or convenience and need to be redeveloped, 

upgraded, closed or relocated. The competitive position of a shopping area 

is determined by two key factors: (i) The quality of the shopping area. This 

includes aspects like the formula portfolio, branding, parking facilities, online 

accessibility, online content, atmosphere, facilities such as benches and 

toilets. We call this the ‘hardware’ of the shopping area, (ii) The quality of the 

cooperation between the stakeholders of the shopping area. Key stakeholders 

are the retailers (including service providers in the shopping area like caterers), 

the real estate owners and the municipalities. Relevant aspects for the quality of 

cooperation include degree of participation in cooperative structures, financial 

means available for e.g. joint promotion of the shopping area and financial and 

managerial resources

4.4 Cooperation in real estate platforms necessary
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available for city marketing. This is the ‘software’ of the shopping area. Figure 7 reflects our way of thinking on 

this issue. Shopping areas can be ranked on the two key aspects and the ranking indicates which measures 

are necessary to improve the competitive position.

4.4.2 Real estate platforms can grow towards various levels

As previously stated, closer cooperation between real estate owners and tenants can contribute to the 

competitive position of the shopping area. Just as retailers, shopping areas compete for consumer relevance. 

They must seduce consumers into spending their scarce resources (money and time) in their shopping area 

and not elsewhere (including online). Real estate platforms can contribute to the consumer relevance and we 

see a ‘three phase growth model’ for them:

•	 Real estate platform 1.0: from ‘loose bricks’ to an integrated platform. This is the first phase of  

cooperation in which all relevant stakeholders (including retailers, real estate owners, municipalities) 

see how they can improve their cooperation and make the shopping area more attractive. Measures like 

building extra parking facilities, lowering parking fees, increasing catering and leisure components and 

branding of the shopping area (e.g. thematic shopping area, focussed on a certain category like fashion 

or sports) can be taken.

•	 Real estate platform 2.0: combination with an online platform. Adding an online platform to the ‘brick 

based’ platform (1.0) can be the next step. This can strengthen the real estate platform 1.0 in two ways. 

First of all, the shopping area itself can be brought online. This is more than a website and can also 

include e.g. (i) virtual shopping walls within the shopping area where consumers can buy goods via 

their mobile devices and a QR code and (ii) an App that helps consumers find their way through the 

shopping area and that informs them on the latest special offers of the various shops. Secondly, some 

tenants have issues and concerns with online retail. They struggle with their omnichannel business 

model and lack scale to build this on their own. A combined online platform can help the tenants who 

need this to solve their issues. 

•	 Real estate platform 3.0: real estate+online+logistics. A third and final dimension is adding a logistics 

platform for goods ordered online, either directly (consumer is at home, visits website of shopping area 

and orders goods online) or indirectly (consumer visits shop in shopping area, product in desired  

colour/size was not available in store and was ordered online via an in-store portal). The logistics  

platform can also be used for goods that are bought in-store but are inconvenient for the consumer 

to take home by him/herself because the goods are too big (furniture, TV, computer) or because the 

consumer wants to continue his/her shopping trip without carrying various bags. Combining these 

volumes via a logistics platform has advantages for the consumer (more convenience since he/she can 

choose home delivery, goods bought during his/her trip to the shopping area are delivered in one drop 

at one moment), for the participating retailers (lower costs) and for the environment (carbon footprint, 

traffic lanes).
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4.4.3 Cooperation must bring more flexibility

The mentioned cooperation between retailers and real estate owners in real estate platforms must also lead 

to more flexibility. There are various risks and uncertainties and flexibility is an answer to these uncertainties. 

Risks and uncertainties include: (i) growth of online retail and consequences for the ‘bricks’ and  

(ii) competition between shopping areas leads to ‘winning’ and ‘losing’ areas; it is uncertain whether an area is 

and/or remains a ‘winner’ or a ‘loser’. This flexibility has multiple dimensions:

•	 The terms of the rental contracts have to become shorter in order to react quickly to changing  

circumstances.

•	 Performance based rental contracts with incentives for both the retailer and the real estate owner to 

attract consumers to the stores. This can be a stimulus for the necessary cooperation. Please note that 

performance based rent is not similar to sales based rent. Linking rents to sales seems an attractive 

option, but has some practical issues given the mentioned fusion between online and offline sales. How 

do you handle the various combinations of online and offline sales, for example ordered online at home 

and picked up in the store or ordered online in the store (via e.g. an online terminal) and delivered to 

home? The performance link can be a two way street. The real estate owner can get an incentive (higher 

rent) for his efforts to increase traffic via e.g. the building of extra parking facilities. There is also another 

way: the real estate owner looks at the mix of retailers in his shopping area and rewards retailers (lower 

rent) who generate more traffic, based on their Net Promotor Score (the NPS is based on the question 

how likely it is that the consumer would recommend the retail formula to friends and colleagues and is 

therefore an indicator of the ability to generate extra traffic) and their Net Loyalty Score (the NLS  

provides insight into the likelihood of revisit and is basically the other indicator for visits: retention).

•	 The way of building shopping areas has to become less durable, more flexible and more modular in 

order to change the exterior and/or the composition of the shopping area quickly at relatively low 

costs. We see the Factory Outlet centres as an example. These shopping centres have a combination of a 

flexible forefront and modular ‘shopping boxes’. In this way it is relatively easy and cheap to make stores 

larger or smaller, to reallocate stores, to fit in new stores and/or to change the appearance of the  

shopping area. Also the interiors of the stores have to be designed and built less durably and more 

flexibly and modularly in order to make changes quickly at relatively low costs. 

4.4.4 Cooperation with (local) government

The local government (municipality) is also an important partner in the real estate platforms. Municipalities 

have various interests. Some of them can be conflicting and municipalities have to find the right balance. 

Attractive and inhabitable inner cities are one of the interests of municipalities. This calls for investments in 

the infrastructure of these inner cities, e.g. parking facilities, accessibility of the inner cities, attractive lighting 

and atmosphere. Parking facilities must be free or inexpensive in order to make the inner cities attractive for 

consumers. On the other hand, financial interests of municipalities call for high parking fees and low  

investments in infrastructure. Attractive inner cities require a balanced offering of retail, leisure and catering. 

As mentioned before in this report, ‘fusion’ leads to all kinds of combinations of consumer offerings. Often, 

the attractiveness of the retail offering is hampered by the too tight regulations of municipalities. 

Retailers need new strategies in order to profit from fusion retail
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For example: non-food stores are not permitted to offer catering since this is not part of their ‘retail licence’, 

the store portfolio has to fit within a predefined mix of consumer offerings (non-food, food, catering) giving 

too little flexibility to react to changing consumer demand or only a certain type of store is permitted (e.g. 

living), leading to an inflexible and unattractive store portfolio.

In this context we welcome the initiative of the municipality of Amsterdam to start a pilot with a free zone in 

which retailers and real estate owners can build and develop their portfolio of stores, without the limitations 

of regulation.

All in all, municipalities can contribute to the attractiveness of shopping areas via investments and  

deregulation. They must be part of the real estate platform in order to safeguard and balance their interests.
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